
PAPER SOURCE CAMBRIDGE

Shop Cambridge wedding invitations, unique gifts, craft supplies and DIY inspiration at this premiere Boston stationery
store, conveniently located in Cambridge.

I can't say enough about how much I love PaperSource! Well played, Paper Source; well played. Absolutely,
love this store! I had to visit the store at least 5 times lights off at , which means taking vacation time to get
there by 5! You can customize as little or as much as you want. So, stars deducted for that. I had to get a
watercolor calendar, some cute notepads, and tin pencil holders. She had no autonomy to do her work and
relied on a remote process to make all decisions regarding a discount, quotes, proofs, etc. I love the products at
Paper Source and I've never had a problem before.. I'm frustrated that they were so short with me and very
entitled. Yes, it's a little pricey but it's high quality. The tiny cards were a smash, and the hearfelt gifts and
gifted felt hearts had her swooning. This week, no one told me and when i showed up they acted like I was a
jerk for being there. The store is extremely geared towards invitations, whether they be for weddings or
otherwise. I can't think of a more chick place in all of Cambridge. I believe our customers will appreciate the
diversity in sentiment and style while having the satisfaction of knowing we are experts in paper. The woman
showed me the "smaller option" but it was a completely different book style and the size of my palm. The staff
was helpful and kind with all of our questions. Paperless Post[ edit ] In August , Paper Source became one of
Paperless Post 's digital design partners, offering digital designs across holiday cards, wedding occasions, and
birthday parties on their platform. At least I'm not Male F. Really loved the special papers - would make a
great backdrop for pics, etc. They have a great variety of items from calligraphy to party supplies to every
color envelope you can dream of. That said, a few of the things I've purchased recently didn't work out,
including wrapping paper that only managed to wrap 3 boxes and magnets that weren't very Lately, they've
also started to stock some, er, questionable items. In general, Paper Source is ok if all you do is buy something
off the rack and then leave. Really cute assortment of thank you cards, birthday cards, etc.


